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ABSTRACT
Schools can be changed from the-inside if one works

, with the dynamics that schools respond to. Four generaliza..zions about _
-

the change in the schools are that:. 1) Inmovations must fie ., .

comprehensible to the leadership of schools, i.e., innovatiops must
be introduced to the-adMinistrators-of sChools as well as teachers --
adMillistraibrs need to- understand the .new practice, approve of it,
nd-give it,leadership-and encouragement;- 2) Innovations must come

-1--
---:frbid-administratorS (top down to make it legitimate) and teachers -,

Ottom up to-keep it honestyr i.e., the role needs of the
-'hiStrator -and-the teacher must be -met as part of an innovation

.---_
ArtrategyI 3) The strategy for introducing 4n innovation' has to be -
consistent with the local reward system; aha-4) Innovations must be

1E- - I -odAlly-verifiable and modifiable at the -classrobm level.
(Author/SJM)
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This paper ii- set in niatiOn by a :lumber of oftarepeateds questions,

Put -to- me --by the Directors of the = lresents-seniinarl What can be done

(to bring -about-change) within= -the present structure _of 'the schools?

Why is the school so difficult to move in the direction of change? At

what point is it necessary to create -an alteriative-syStem of education?

Is it really necessary to "deschool" the School?

These questions;as is immediate3.y recognizable, are put on a rising

crescendo: -call we do anything with the 'school as it-is, or Should we

ultimately seek to destroy it?

Let-me respond at once that the creation of an alternative school

system, and the "deschooling" of _society, on a massive basis, do not

appear to be -available-options at present. It is likely that alternative

Schools will continue to be organized,and to live their relatively short

half-lives, and that a very small number of children will participate in
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theM. It is even -possible that a "deschooled" society will he set up,

here or there -- indeed, we hale in certain Amish communities- just such

Societies now-but it scarcely seems likely that the country as a whole,

Or even large portions of it, will- undertake the trauma that ndesehooling"

I shall, therefore," confine what I have to say to the questions that

pertain to the present aChOol- situation, with an eye to its likely evolution.

As.SeyraUur Sarason-points out (in The -Culture of the School-and the

Problem of _change)-, -any- attempt -to -understand. the folkways of the school

-must_ -begin-with--an-adknowledgement-:of the-enormdusly- complicated ,institution

we.,5seek-todeal mith. -As he-sayS, the criticisms leVelied at the school

from outside the institution -are also- made-within it, and have- always been.

The requir_eitenta- within the school, he=belived,- are full of conflidt

and..are only-slightly understood, even- by-those who inhabit

them

If Sarason- is right (and his remarks ring true- to -me), then responses

to the questions from the Directors that might make a difference 'cannot be

based on a canprehenaive theory of social change, applied to. the schools.

What is required is that we apply such informedconmion sense as is avail-

able to us. I shall try to respond to the questions from that stance.

I have (as has Sarason) been in a helping relationship to schools and

school systems fora long time; earlier., for a long time, I participated

in two school syttems as an employee. It is, out of this experience that

I wish to- extract four generalizations about change in the schools.
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I. If an innovation is net comereliensible to the leadership

of the schools, be trivialized or aborted.

This notion_might be put diffe.rentlY: the -quality of the offering in

a school cannot rise above the level of- educational sophistication of the

principal and superintendent. Or, more bluntly: the quality-of instruction

cannot rise above the qua.lity of the-administrators' minds.

In one of the large cities some years ago, the Curricultnn Department

finaLlTsucceeded in persuading the Purchasing Department to furnish easels

for: instruction in elementary Art.- The innovation had been established

elsewhere -in -the -country-l'or -a--goectrinatty years, --this -city's Art_ eeple were

embarrassed -at the lackWardneas pt _theit---_system in this respect;- feelings

tan:high-,_ and= at last= acconmioditting- --four _children-at -a time,

_Were -praVide& for each--elementary- -classroom: The- Carriculum- -Department ,

follawinig its usual ritu.al, prepared a guide for their use, to be sent to

the schools-as the easels were delivered. The g4de was pretty good, as

guides go: the advantages of easels were pointed out; the writers took

advantage of the occasion- to rbteaah some elementary- matters concerning

children .and- Art; it-Wasauggested that, ideally, children should: have two

-or three opportunities per week to use the eatel.

Two or three opportunities per week,- diyided into classes of thirty-

five children, With four easels, presented= a Management problem. It was

solved., of .course: a new subject, l'e.asel;" aPpearedAn the curriculum.,

Whatever Johnny was dOing, at 11:20, his turn at the easel came along, and

-he Was told, natal) the Math, Johnny, it's tiMe for Easel." Never underestiMate
=

the ability of the system to trivialize the curriculum.



Sim-11)11'1y, the-Open Classroom is viewed in many-a schtiol as an arrange-

-gent of-space. Deep- disagreements -are explored -over whether it ,is better to

have an open classroom, an-open cdtridor, operable walls, a Relaxing Corner,

And-Ao on.

How does 'such nonsense happen? Typically, because, there is no one in

the-It-Mediate schobl-sitdation-whO either really-believes in the innovation,

oz who understands it iwany-iMportant way. The key person is always the

principal-.; Some of !us-worked_hard:to de-regidentthe teaching in a set of
! -

Aix-firtt.grade-CIASSet-ina schodi near Teachers College. The principal

. visited =the=£classrboms, a- few tunes, -and-Once-anhoUneed=herianprovil of what.

was being= =dine qI_Voidd_haVe.-thought=theSe-cIasses-were-tbo noisy; except

that I see the-children WOrking. The-noiselt inedient-to the work" Quite

insight-for-awold4lber. axt-atIthe-end--of---the!year,-at-a meeting, having

-congratUlate&-the-teachers.ron-theliMproVed-Climate in -their classrooms, she

-aborted the-lihoieeffort'br Yin&that it-had-not -improVed the reading scores,

and-was,therefore-Of no importance. Thus-ended-the.project.

I have watched teacher-Ai:sing the SCIS OUrrieuluM tc teach vocabulary;

lwratch_a_priMaiy teacher,-and yod-have -a reading teacher; the properties

- -of- objects- are also -(and to some teachers more importantly) adjectives:

:Wall, hard, flexible, heaVy,:and-to on.

Such slippage is-, perhaps, inevitable. But it tends to continue, if the

supervising Officeft in oUr-hietarehidal school systets-don't understawi the

new practice, apprOVe of it,- and -give it leadership and encouragement. The

-basic motivation-of the middle management-school-official is to keep the top
..

manageMent at bey;- the basic motivation of the top management is to keep the .

BOard of Education off its neck, and to gain_a good prest. None of than is
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primarily interested in theluality of the offering. The offering, for

the officials, is an instrument for'achieving upper-level approval.

What folic:4s from this school-of-hard-knocks wisdom is this: in intro-

ducing a curricular innovation, include the administrators in the training.

Rtfusetooffer the training unless the-administrators will undertake it.-

-Dever, never, assume -that orientation of the teachers it sufficient, for

the teachers are not the -key persons-in the school systet.

A secon&principlemayttelletived from the first, as-follows:

2. TO be-Successful, an- .innovation -must appearbOthto_-cote_ from

thetopidoWn4tbut being iegiiimatedYand-frottheliottom:up

(thus being he-nett).

If the key person is- always theprindiPal the -Principal may not know

it-. From the_principart office, _the -key persdn appears -to bd the teaehei.

Indeed, generally, As-one looks doWn-from the'-tdp-Of.-the-hierarChy,

sponsibility appeamto grow as -one descende. Alt frot-the bottom up, as

has been pointed out;- legitimation appeara to-grow--as'one-ascends: If one

asks the superintendent who should be oriented to an innovation, he will

nAtethe teachers. If one-Asks-the teachers, timr-will tend to-name the

administrators. It follows- that an'innovation-tust cote from both direc

tions, for the teachers keep it honesiXor donN- and_ihe admtni

in his role -as keeper of the reward system, makes it leg

trator,

timate.

There is nothing simple -about this arrangement. _DeSpite Sloan Wayland's

assertion of several years ago, that the

-bureaucratic.funationary, teach

teacher is best understood as a

s don't view themselves that way; Since,

the administrator, from the teacher's point of view; is usually ignorant

about instruction, the-teacher tends to see himself as making basic
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professional decisioni that are evaluated capriciously by the higher-ups.

The teacher's basic attitude towardthe administrator, when it comes to

instrUctiorial matters, is apprehensive. If anything:xi:ally good is to be

done, from the teacher'S point of Viett, the teacher Will have to do it.

His explanationti of what he has done tend to be obscure and vague, for

the -teacher -has found that- the more explicit he is, the:more-likely he

-18 to collide with Some triVial_prejildide--6f-the administrator. ,_
-Administratora-haVe Oftert:teen_zoodr-teaOhers in- their time., However,

as their experience grows, they-find thenitelves_compeLlecl to deal with an-

:ignorant, capricious public, it is not surprising that in time they 'begin

to aoun&Moren=ancl,more like this-_-_pUblie--to- the teachers-Id:to-report to them.

tiaafront for-the-teadhing-stiff,,thei-principal tuid--the super--

intendent are, in the final. analysis, in an itapossible position: if they

-ifend-r.off-_parent comlaitits, ther-seeM-UtireaponitiVe to-the-Public-., If they

carry such camplainta--to-the teachers, they-setan---to: take the side of the

-parents against the teacher. Too often, the function of the7principal is

to-keep parents at bay; -if--that--_front peaceful, the interior of .the'schobl

_Can be left tO take care Of: itself.

A- dbuble bind. indeed-. --What happens if -an-limitation, is propoied? It

has to be made legitimate, chiefly by the administrators. The administrator,

-acting out of -hard- exptrience; will see _necessary that the public be

coitirinced that the innovation is an improvement, but -he has to present it in

a form the public can understand, _and:make proWseri that the public will

approve bf. That's why teen teaching was presented as a curriculum innova-

tion, which it is, of course, not.

This apparatus of adartnistratOra-wheaface4he-public functions as a

=
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protectiVe device for teachers, who by and large do. the best they know how

in a _system outwardly &Voted to public relations; If there is honesty in

the teaching, it is bedense-the teachers know haw to do an honest job.

-they can't,- if what they -do is not made legitimate by the -administrators'.

That's why innovations have to -come from the top doWn and the bottcm up

at the same time. Nov_ can this be done ?.

First,_ through-orientation to-.the _innovation:that includes the adminis--

trators and the teachers, as fallow teachers. Then, by orientation of the

administrators that addresses their public relations problems directly.

Third. (and this is very often overlooked) by providing both administrators

and teachers with evidence-gathering devices and approaches that make forma-,
tive evaluation possible.

It is =this last =- formative evalUation--thatis crucial if the respective

demandi,-of the teachers- and administrators are to completent each other.

If they -dont_-cogiilement each--Other=, as has- -been pointed- out, the innovation

be ignored, triv3.allied4 -or-abotted.- -What is required is this: that -

the teacher appear- to---him-self -at-one who. knows-about teaching, including the

=adjustment- of Sub-Jett -Matter --to fit. his students; that the principal see

himself as a participant in instruction with the special task of interpreting,

the school to the public. A set of formUlated teaching strategies, no matter

-how thoroughly field- tested, cannot do this of itself. In the effort to con-

duct in-:service-training -for -new instructional plans quickly -.-in a matter of

weeks - -too -many curriculum plans have come off prescriptive, and the teacher

is treated like WaYland's "bureaucratic functionary."

The alternative was suggested, nearly a generation ago, by the late

lamented ActiOn Research movement. This movement, quickly brushed aside by
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the- formal edudationl researchers because it didn't fit their rubrics, sought

to provide teachers with the-means fot constantly monitoring the consequences

of their teaching effortt; to donduct_what is now called formative evaluation.

Teachers will believe -their -oWn eyes .before -they will believe- what you- and

I -say to them. main= Missing ingredient in curriculum reform efforts is

- provision for the teachers -(and thus the adminittratort) to base modifications

of the-received plan on evidence. -As things stand, teachers typically -evalit--

ate :Such_ plans_-on their unexamined sense -of -haw they go- in -class--does the

pleb "flel'

All the:models: for innovation I have-seen-previde- for- -frequent,_ step-by-
..

step- -evaluation. - What- they --ten& to leave- Out- id- the=p0S-sibility =that this

Valuation might ,be---detigned-V the actors thel-drama..-the teachers.

.I. -mean to suggest- =here= that- this missing part -of-the innovation strategy be

supplied: that not only evaluation instruments, but plans for the develop-
,

sent of home-made evaluation inatruMents, be Wilt into curricular plans.

=If that -is _done, then_ (as -hap-pined in=a- prominent New York high ,school)

PSSC-will not be triedz for a fetc terms, then abandoned -because the teachers

subjectively opined that the new plan was not as good as the one it sought

to replace, especially since they knew the properties of the old plan in

depth and the new plan was simply a-'set of prescriptions.

3. Credit for the Succest_of7an innovation goes to its originator;

blame for_ia failure is lodged- with the- classroom:- teadher. It -

is not rewarding for a teacher- to adopt someone' else's innovation.

It shoUld not be necessary to stress the power-of the reward. system- when

we consider the fate of innovations in school systems. Apparently, however,



there is sontething abotit it -that leads to its being overlooked.

One of, the school systems T have worked -with at some length is- well

known for the adoption and generation of innovations in education.cation. The

reason I was asked to workwith these people was that, over a number of years,

the system had flown apart. The effect of a large amount of foundation money

had= been to encourage inventiveneds by Members of the:staff , and a succession

of sUperintendents -had been- pubLicited nationally, -and had left -(chiefly to

join the foundation); but morale- in- the- staff-wat-nneveit, the curriculum-

leadershipgroup -was uncertain of its-rale-, and -(nisitit- iinportant) innovations

-Were_ lasting--only as:long,:at- their origiriatora- s_tay_ed in place, and were not

Several problems had produced this situation: the temper of the times,

-a stereotypic View of .the community, happenings in the -state and in the

neighboring_ large 'City. However,. the m-odt inipOrtant part of the problem

-Ibca,Uy vat_ the _retiti-rol_systein-. ibe superintendents were rewarded with

national publlcity in the Saturday Review and the-- New -York Times and -through

the effOrts_of the - supporting- fOundation. This publicity had- the effect of

defining these leaders locally, so that they Were viewed with awe from inside

the system: But there wag- a_ nrUcial omission= the-reward system inside

the system,. which__ was greatly exacerbated by external publicity: the reward

for invention within the system was very conaiderableperhaps national

publicity--but there was no reward for adopting an innovation from within

the system. Other systems adopted- scow of the innovations developed in this

sytitem, but the -system itself did not. As one of the leaders in the system

told me, "the Brownie points went to the innovators, not their imitators."
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To recognize this possibility is to recognize ways to deal with it.

For the innovator who wishes to institutionalize his innovation, it would

be desirable to form inter-school teams of teachers,imd administrators_ to

develop and; redevelop his -innevations, 'thus -spreading_ the- credit around

and increasing the -likelihood that the new apprdach Will spread.

Of equal. iniportanCe is-the sharing of blame. When a nationally redog-
=

nized- curriculum progriun is -adopted- Ideally-, --and-_,doesn't work, the bloke

is assigned locally.- After aLl,_ the national protrart- hat proved itself in

many places; it has been carefully developed and field tested; obviously-,

if in Ibdunk it doesn't'wort the fault is in 0Podunk Since innovations,

as Henry Rriakell pantal out, tend to sprew:d. froM one-school system to

its near neighbors, one Must ask what effect Podunk's failure has on its

=neighbors. -Within a achool building, e. teacher picks up an idea, or

invents one, and tries- it- out. It data-et 'Work. The teacher is pit-ied,

or hlamed by parents, or is perhaps attacked by the lo-cal press. Is it

rewarding?

What is required' is a far more elaborate followup by national curri-

culum deVelopers than hat-usnally been Undertaken. When a -national program

is undertaken in a local school system, someone from the nations/. 'staff

should monitor it for at least two years, and preferably three or even

fotir, to see it through -its early debugging and institutionalization; The

national program representative can function-importantly to influence the

local reward system,_precisely because he will be viewed from inside as a

disinterested outsider, whose praise arises from not improper motives,. When

a failure occurs, this outsider can share the blame, or even take it. When

a success occurs, he ca see to it that the credit goes to the teacher and



the administrator. What is needed is a reward system that recognizes the

attemit as well a& the success, and gives credit locally for both.

The :allure -to_ recognize the nature of-the internal reward system

isn't the only reason why schools don't -change, but it is an important

one. -It= accounts An large measure not only for the apparent "resistance

Change,:" but -also for the -growth= of .Etather militancy. When attempts

are made to Make Curriculum plans teaCher4roof, and when these attempts

are accompanied= by a =failure= to attend. to the reward system", the teachers,-

-of-course, bond together against their tormentors. They do not fail to

recognize. the Paplie&--contenipt-iii such-=approaches, and they react accord-

Ergo: _ innovations- must= be =local 1 r verifiable __ and.-

locally modifiable; at _the= classroom

It _must _be--reatembered- that local teachers and--adMinistrators are

personally responsible -for what -they do. -While the _national press and

-general. educational Opinionitale- iriflrienCe -On- What local peciple believe,

the influence is- far-trat oveindielmitig; the trial of -innovations is always

local. The story of innovation in education is, by and large, a story of

failure, ever since the days Of the early laboratory Schools. The current

raga is the Open clatsrocon,. and the publicity has been-deafening, but the

local people have heard- claims before,_ and are cautious' because they y-are

accountable locally for what they do.

If, however, local people are given the means for making the new idea

fit their. circunstancas and encouraged.-by the innovators to do so, and if

they are given the means for verifying the effectiveness of innovations,
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they at least will have the possibility of being responsible local innovators.

This last point has been recognized by some students of educational

Change, and by some designers of curriculum innovations. But some designers

have not recognized it; their proposals are too prescriptive, their plans

unverifiable, and institutionalization has been slow.

I vividly remember the time the-co-director of a well known Science

project appeared at a national convention to convey the.Ge tat a

group of outstanding scientists had redesigned the secondary offering in

his field. To My question, "Yes, but suppose you are wrong?", his response

was Outraged: he said the originator of.the project had received a gold

medal from his professional association; he strongly implied that I had-no

right to ask such a question. Well, -the enrollment in his field has dropped

10% since theintroductionf-hisprogram; competing programs_ have appearedA.

-since; -the-promises trumpeted to the-nation in the press have not been,kept;

indeed,-thewholeeducationAl research enterprise is under severe attack from

national governmental- officials.

This sad state of.affairs might- not have been so general in its. impact

if the necessities for institutionalization of educational innovations had

been observed at the lodal level. As thingd stand now, the teachers, who

ought to be the principal supporters of educational research and development

are apathetic about it.

I suggest that this has happened becauie the needs internal to public

schOolsystems have been overlooked. Let me state them, as they arise froth

what has already been said:
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1. The strategy for introducing an innovation has to be consistent

with the local reward system.

2. Innovations must be introduced to the administratimof a

:hc 1. system, as well as to the teachers.

The role needs of the aainistrator and the teacher must be

met as part of an innovation strategy.

.
I began these remarks by laying aside two of the questions raised by

the directors- of the present conference: what about alternative. schools?

Should we "deschool" Society?

While, in their present-form, the answers to these questions shoW little

likelihood of becoming the-dominant mode for education in the United States

(or, indeed, anywhere-else-in the-develored part of the world), they merit

attention on a different basis.

Alternative sehobls have- sometimes-led the way for the_instituiOnal

school. Some elements of SUMMethill, tor etataple-, have found their way into

a few alternative schools; scone elements of the campus - laboratory schools

found their way into the Progressive movement, and thus into the public

schools. Like the agricultural extension agent, we might do well to.foster

the development of "experimental plots"; the predent appearance of alter-

native schools can be so considered. The difficulty with these schools at

present is that they are defined by what they reject, not by what they seek

to do. Where the establishment school has a prestruc tured curriculum, they

seek an emergent curriculum. Where the establishment school uses standardized

tests as criteria,. they seek to have no criteria; where the establishment
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school seeks remlarity in attendance and schedule, they seek to abolish

such regularities. Where the established school is primarily concerned

With intellectual development, they reject intellectuality. They have

not, so far, affirMed anything on their own except "participatory demo-

cracy," which in the days of-tbe Progressives was called "cooperative

planning."

If the alternative schools can be kept alive, however, it is to-be

hoped that some orderly experimentation may be undertaken within them.

Curriculum leaders for a long time have hoped that school districts would

form experiMental educational centers Within theirrorganizations. Afel/

were formed, but they perithed from-lack of intellectual nourishment-and

budget squeezes. The-alternatiVe schOols seem a more authentic form of

the: same thing. They, therefore, should be nurtured, for in the alterna-

tive schdOls, unlike-the scattered experimental schools of two decades ago,

people are free tomake mistakes. =There is an flan to an alternative school,

at least While it is young. Perhaps such schools ought to have short lives,

like a demonstration in any laboratory. Novelty is part of their meaning.

Perhaps, in the alternative sdhool, there is being worked out a means for

continual renewal of,schooling--a quality devoutly to be sought.

As for "deschooling ": the proper office of the present school is to

offer systematic knowledge, as distinguished from the diffuse knowledge

one picks up in the course of unstructured daily:life. A "deschooled"

society would, still have need. of systematic knowledge. Where would it

-be obtained?

Here, as in the case of the alternative schools, we might take advantage s'N

of some existing techniques and institutions. Much has been said and attempted
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in the way of teacher-proof materials. It is precisely teacher-proof

materials that make a fortal school unnecessary. 1r we can develop them,

let us by all means do so. Let us not put them in schools, however. Let

US make use of that other universal institution, the super-market. To

deschool societyl, put=teacher-proof,naterials in the local A & P. Make

-mandatory school attendance a little less rigid, so that students may

work at.home. Provide criterion- referenced evaldation materials, perhaps

in the form of the old Dalton contracts. Voila!

There is, of course, a certain irony in these suggestions. Both the

.alternativesChobls -proposals- and-the deschooling proposals grow out of

revolutionary motives. What I have-suggestedmand.perhapa it should be

emphasized that these suggestions are meant_ seriously - -is that both of

them be incorporated- in a somewhat redefined public school enterprise.

When Andrew Cordier took oVer-as President of_Columbia University

during the-TrOubles in 1968, the radical students-were -faced with a new

kind of antagonist. Cordier had, -after all, dealt with the Russians at

their most negative. In comparison, the students were naive. He quickly

defused the movement, and it subsided. Not without'diagnosis by the

students, however. The editor of the Columbia Spectator saw-it clearly.

"That ," he said, "he decapitated our issues!"

So it is, I think, -with the public schools. They can be changed,

but only if one works-with the dynamics that they respond to. If one

does, -they are likely to adapt in the future, as they have, somewhat, in

the past. -They are much too entrenched to be taken by storm, but they

can be changed from the inside.


